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reversal and reform of emergency powers in the short-
and long-term. post-pandemic, covid-19 may provide a

litmus test of democracy, tracing back to past ogp
commitments and covid-19 pandemic in countries

across the globe. covid-19 provides a moment to test
these prior ogp commitments and their practical,

immediate ways to further enhance the openness of
government, benefit citizens in our shared struggle to
defeat this pandemic, and enhance and sustain our

ability to serve as a beacon of light amid crisis. expand
covid-19 pandemic responses through a "harmonised
global response plan" that commits governments to
use public health, trade, travel, and other openness

measures to bolster economic recovery. through such
a global response plan, governments would in turn be
held accountable to citizens by citizens holding them
accountable. openly and transparently develop and
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communicate cost-benefits calculations for multiple
containment, isolation, and mitigation measures,

linking them to tangible and measurable outcomes
with clear and transparent ethical reasoning. actively
encourage technology to improve the effectiveness of
tracking covid-19 spread, and protecting vulnerable
populations while safeguarding individuals' rights to
privacy. ensure transparency of government action,

financing, and surveillance. direct government action
in critical priority areas, such as health-care
infrastructure, can also be supported by ogp

commitments, including financial aid to mobilise
investment in these areas. socio-economic costs,

economic impact, and benefits of action should be
transparent and open to public consultation.
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in critical priority areas, such as health-care
infrastructure, can also be supported by ogp

commitments, including financial aid to mobilise
investment in these areas. socio-economic costs,

economic impact, and benefits of action should be
transparent and open to public consultation.
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